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New ILT signs and poker machines
When I donated money for the rebuilding of the Southland Stadium it was on the condition that the ILT

removed their signs that were plastered all over. They took most of them away.

Now under a new contract they have with the stadium they can put more signs up, many more than before,
bigger and expensive. I complained about this and was told that the new advertising signs weren’t paid for by

funds from their poker machines but from their business.

There are recent advertisements in your paper showing how much the ILT poker machines give away for
three months. Along with $2000 for Southland Music Association there was $150,000 for Southland Stadium. So

there is money in the stadium from the poker machines. On the face of it, it appears that the ILT have paid the

Southland Stadium $150,000 more to have the building named after them.
I wouldn’t be surprised if the ILT stock Southland Stadium with booze and poker machines. Their poker

machines are ruining Invercargill so a campaign is going to be undertaken to divest the ILT of the poker

machines.
If they cannot be banned altogether from Invercargill then the city council could take them over and the net

$20,000 million funds that the poker machines produce will go into council funds and they can spend it on

reduced rates, council expenses and some worthy charitable situations. LOUIS CRIMP Invercargill
ILT general Mulvey replied: Mr Crimp has previously raised issues about ILT signs. We are absolutely

confident that we have strictly complied with the agreement reached between him and the stadium trust about

naming rights and signage, and he has no justifiable complaint. Money from gaming machines in ILT premises is
distributed by the ILT Foundation, which gives $150,000 annually (alongside grants from other local community

funders) to defray annual operating expenses and as a result keep public hire and usage fees at low rates. Such

grants are made annually, are unconditional, and have nothing to do with the naming rights purchased by ILT.
manager

Greg

Loving God’s creatures
It is just so uplifting and heartwarming to read in our Southland Times just how caring and loving we are

about God’s creatures in this country.

Recently I have read how we can now have our beloved dogs cremated and have some of the ashes in a
locket around our neck ‘‘close to our hearts’’. How lovely.

And we have 19,000 signatures on a petition sparked by a cat lover being denied her human rights to keep

37 cats in her caring home. Furry, cute little darlings, how mean of a man in authority!
And we, with Australia, have produced a ruling to stop the slaughter of whales in the name of science. The

fact that, after scientific analysis is over, they end up on Japanese dinner plates has finally been shown up for

what it is. You can’t fool us ethical humanitarian Kiwis, can you?
Yet there was no petition, no outcry, no whimper of anything objectionable, when Dr Norman McLean

recently pointed out that 19 per cent of human babies in Southland are removed from the safety and sanctity of

their mother’s womb in Southland Hospital, to ensure that they would die.
Nothing, not a jot, not a tittle; no response at all.

Any person with

half a brain can only deduce from this, that we love our cats, our dogs, and whales, and that we hate our
children.

Child abuse laws and programmes; anti-bullying schemes in schools, no smacking of children; how right,

how kind, how ethical, and how useless, when we really show what we really believe in. IAN CRAWFORD
Invercargill

Talk about politics

An election year always encourages open debate on the pressing issues of the day. In your dreams. Politics
has become something that is only talked about with trusted friends.

Children’s ears are kept away from those who discuss politics publicly in case they pick up unacceptable

views.
We vote on appearances and personalities and hope the policies behind the facade will not be as superficial

as the reasons for supporting them.

So often voting decisions are made on impressions created by advertising agencies rather than research into
what parties represent.

The young seem at a loss as to what it is all about; most unaware of the gift that is the democratic right they

hold.
Anzac Day reminds me of those who sacrificed their lives fighting the evils of fascism, separatism, and hate
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in far-flung parts of the world. These soldiers didn’t see themselves as fighting something or somebody, but

rather defending our democracy.
I imagine the closer your generation is to the times our democratic right has been threatened the more

passionate you are about exercising it.

In recent years politicians have been rated at the bottom of the professions list for honesty, and
trustworthiness. I think this is probably because politicians are not what their publicists would like to portray.

They like to present their products in an orchestrated and well controlled televised environment.

If we want to expect more of our politicians, engage with them. Exercise your right to vote. Be the inquiring
eyes, ask the probing questions, and ensure you see them as they really are, not the embellished TV version.

Make the effort to go beyond personality and discuss politics, it is your right and responsibility, only the

ballot is secret. CARL FINDLATER Ryal Bush
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